4. PRIOR TO ANODIZE TREATMENT, PREPARE EXTERIOR SURFACE, √√√√(LAY MULTIDIRECTIONAL).

NOTES:

1. PRIOR TO ANODIZE TREATMENT, PREPARE EXTERIOR SURFACE (LAY MULTIDIRECTIONAL).

2. FINISH: BLACK ANODIZE PER ASTM B-580-79 TYPE B. (DESIRED FILM THICKNESS .0007" TO .0010")

3. MARK PART NUMBER IN 1/" CHARACTERS.

THE 0.453" HOLE IS USED FOR PILOT HOLE DRILLING INTO PART NUMBER LAT-DS-02926 AT THE LAT-DS-03020 DRAWING LEVEL.

STOCK NO: AL 6061-T6 3.5 X 7.5 X 10.5L SOLID, PER QQ-A-250/11

MATERIAL DESCRIPTION: ISO VIEW NOT TO SCALE